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the combat system in foreskin fury is very simple. you will need to make good use of your environment to gain an advantage over your enemies. your penis can be used as a sword or gun but it has no reloading mechanism. you will need to repeatedly hit the opponents until they stop moving. as you progress in the game, you will need to
unlock new attacks by finding hidden items in each environment. in addition to your penis, you can use a variety of melee attacks and special abilities as well. these attacks are displayed on the screen. as you play the game, you will find yourself in a variety of different environments. each environment has several types of enemies that will

need to be taken care of. the enemies can be defeated in a number of ways. the way you defeat them is up to you. some of the environments will have different types of weapons and items that you can pick up along the way. foreskin fury is a very popular game. as of this writing, the game has a rating of 4.6 on the steam rating website. the
game has over 9,000,000 plays on the steam platform. this game currently has no trailers on youtube. the objective of the game is to be the first player to reach the high score by either touching your opponents genitals or having them touched. in order to achieve the highest score, players must also touch their own genitals at every

opportunity. players can be naked or have the appearance of genitals with the skins, which are unlocked at the end of the game.
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